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New trends in government campaigning 

Raising awareness and sparking dialogue might seem to be the optimal outcome for any 

communications campaign or strategy, but with increasing public scepticism and diminishing 

budgets, how might top-down, old-fashioned, traditional government communication styles be 

tailored to widening industry needs? The keynote lecture, moderated by Florence Ranson, 

Managing Vice-President of the European Association of Communicating Directors, set out to 

address this issue, with the expert help of Alex Aiken, Executive Director of the UK 

Government Communication Service (GCS). 

Ms Ranson commented on the comparative dullness of governmental communication in 

wider Europe when compared to that of the UK. Alex Aiken introduced "OASIS", the core 

aspects of successful communication: 'O' representing objectiveness; 'A' representing the 

audience; 'S' representing strategy; 'I' representing implementation and ;'S' representing 

score/evaluation. These values embodied the basis of all government communication in the 

quest to obtain optimal levels of public understanding; however they also required a story, 

emotion, digital listening, a united approach and nudges. Using the 'ABC' acronym, Mr Aiken 

relayed the importance of considering the 

audience (A), the brevity of the message (B) and 

the conversation generated (C). 

Looking first at the recent Scottish "Better 

Together" campaign1, fact and emotion was used 

to evoke feelings of patriotism for a "United" 

Kingdom. After noting levels of 0.1% 

engagement when images of the Union Jack 

were displayed, images of a highland cow (used 

to represent unity between Scotland and 

England) were met with 10% levels of 

engagement. This highlighted the importance of 

thinking about what the audience wanted from a 

message rather than looking to traditional 

imagery to communicate effectively. 

 

The "THINK!" campaign in the UK was used as a tool to raise awareness regarding road 

safety. It was an immediate call to action using people and human stories to front the 

campaign (real "drink drivers" were used within the campaign, sometimes using 
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 In 2015, there was a Scottish referendum on independence from the UK, the "No" campaign proved ultimately successful, winning with a 

55% majority. 



 

 

re-enactments). The sometimes shocking nature of the stories generated conversation - 

although this technique could fall victim to de-sensitisation. With the campaign itself costing 

GBP 10 million, the GPB 40 million monetary value attached to the average life in the UK gave 

a clear indication as to the value added of one person's potential behavioural change on 

having seen the campaign. 

"Effective public communication improves, saves and enriches lives." 

Aristotle, originator of the notion of 'communication', established three dimensions to 

successful communication: ethos – the source's credibility/authority; logos – the logic used to 

support the claim (facts); and pathos – emotional or motivational appeal. Ethos, logos and 

pathos should all be central to the tone of a campaign, but pathos was often lost. 

Mr Aiken went on to highlight the need to approach communication as a science, referring to 

the periodic table (in which atomic weights were occasionally ignored to classify elements into 

chemical families more effectively - highlighting the importance of presentation), the basic 

premise being that there were several, related family elements that equated to successful 

communication (see the table in the presentation depicting the core competencies of 

communication, including OASIS). 

It was important to note what was actually relevant within the communication, looking 

specifically at the behaviour we were trying to change. Though the heart of the GCS model 

was in the OASIS model, Mr Aiken went on to discuss the importance of the 'S' (score and 

evaluation): when additional insight was gained it could be used to improve campaign 

effectiveness. Several methods were used to evaluate GCS campaigns, including: media 

measurement (volume and favourability thus generating a score); internal communication 

(focus groups and staff surveys); monthly assessment (though delivery (things done); and 

impact (change in behaviour)); and, finally, digital measurement. Looking specifically at the 

UK EBOLA campaign as an example, Mr Aiken explained the cross-government 

(departmental) work that was undertaken to provide reassurance, tell stories of progress and 

encourage open discussion throughout the campaign. 

Creating an effective campaign needed synergy in both off- and on-line media. In addition, 

digital technology could tell stories in layered ways to build an understanding over time. It was 

essential to ensure that content was relevant, personalised and delivered in real time and at 

the right time for the purpose of optimal interest. Another important aspect was for the content 

to be shareable and "snackable" (bite-sized). The UK had additionally seen success in using 

digital influencers 2  to establish additional reach and trust. Emotionally connecting and 

engaging with the audience was in itself essential, and made it much easier for the final aspect 

– brand purpose – to come together, provided behaviour matched the brand value. 

Mr Aiken then began to assess future trends in communication. First, he highlighted the 

importance of big data, which could be used as a tool, along with an understanding of 
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 e.g. YouTube vloggers with large followings. 



 

 

behavioural science, to develop and build on the existing relationship with the audience. It was 

appropriate to create structure and content for messages that built trust.  

The difference between successful and unsuccessful communication was planning enough 

time to ensure that all the aforementioned elements could be considered, as opposed to 

"SOS" communication (Sending Out Stuff). When asked by an audience member about 

encouraging productivity within a team, Mr Aiken stressed the importance of creating a 

culture where failure was acceptable, in order to learn and move on from it, rather than a 

creative process that might be stifled because suggestions might be feared inadequate. He 

went on to say that working environments should inspire confidence and empower people. 

The main objective should be to tell the truth with objectivity, integrity and impartiality. 

 

 

 


